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The Editors’ Preface 

Liberty is the defining ideal of democratic liberalism. America’s iconic symbol of freedom is 
Philadelphia’s Liberty Bell. It was cast in London to commemorate the 1751 jubilee year of 
Pennsylvania’s Charter of Privileges, then the most liberal frame of government in the English-
speaking world. Blazoned on the antique bell are the words: “Proclaim liberty throughout all the 
land and unto the inhabitants thereof,” a religious text from the Bible (Leviticus 25:10). In the 
mind of our English ancestors freedom was a sacred idea emanating from God. In our time, 
Freedom is arguably the greatest political and social promise. In its name revolutions have been 
fomented, regimes have been toppled, and foreign wars waged. Freedom has been the rallying 
cry of social reform movements ranging from slavery, to women’s suffrage, to civil rights, to 
abortion rights, to gay rights and to the modern marriage equity movement. And yet, 
paradoxically, in the name of democratic freedom, fundamental liberties including the freedom 
of religion and freedom of speech are now threatened. New concepts of freedom challenge 
Western Civilization’s previous understanding of liberty, an understanding rooted in the Judaic 
and Christian religious traditions. 

In the following lecture international churchman and theologian, the Most Reverend Doctor 
Peter Jensen, challenges the reader to think again about the Biblical concept of freedom and its 
source in the Truth. In his view freedom is a gift that helps constitute our humanity, and yet it 
has to be understood in the light of the fallen creatures that we are. If democratic citizens are to 
maintain their liberties, they do well to consider freedom in the light of the Gospel, discovering 
again the secret that the service of God is our perfect freedom.  

 

The Truth will set you Free: A Biblical Account of Freedom 

by The Most Reverend Doctor Peter Jensen 

 

Introduction 

Not surprisingly, the bold claim ‘The truth will set you free’ appears among the University 
mottos of the western world, for example in the famous Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. 
It is a bold claim because it is not obviously the case that the truth liberates: the truth may shatter 
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you, it may imprison you, it may condemn you, it may destroy you; and the discovery of truth 
about how the world works may make it easier to kill whole populations. 

Harvard may be closer to the ideal by simply saying, ‘Veritas’, and thus urging all to passionate, 
focused devotion to the truth, no matter what the cost. It ascribes to truth a value which is self-
evident; and it summons us to find and tell the truth without fear or favour: follow the evidence; 
adopt ‘a facts-based management style’. And yet, is the truth so simple? 

As a certain famous public official once asked, ‘What is truth?’, managing thereby to get himself 
ineffaceably written into history.  

The motto of the comparatively insignificant Evergreen College in the State of Washington is 
‘Omnia Extares’ which they translate as, ‘Let it all hang out’. It will not surprise you to learn that 
the Latin is mangled and that the College was founded in 1967.  Assuming that the intention was 
to satirise the pompous, the motto still tells us about the spirit of the decades which have 
followed. Even Harvard students are far more likely to ‘let it all hang out’ than seek the truth 
with a steely determination. For the question of our times is this: what is truth? 

‘Let it all hang out’ puts the knower in the centre of the quest for truth: the perspective of the 
knower, the needs of the knower, the power of the knower confronted with suspect, shifting 
reality. It introduces us to truth as the gift of the knowing subject to the, only possibly, objective 
reality under review. It reminds us that the quest for truth can never be independent of the 
person looking; ‘the Reader is the Author’ as we have been taught so assiduously. 

The virtue of the Evergreen approach is this: that it forces us to ask, who is the ‘you’ in the 
centre of this famous quotation, ‘the truth will set you free’? That is to say, the question of who 
we are, of our beliefs and commitments about humanity, our account of ourselves, our 
anthropology, is vital to any development of public policy and the law.  Mainly this contentious 
matter is assumed without serious discussion. But out of our anthropology comes highly 
significant policy decisions, not least in the area of freedom. Thus I would want to argue that our 
current egalitarian obsession for individual equality without allowing for relevant differences – 
the obsession which has put women into the front line of fighting soldiers for example - 
threatens both liberty and fraternity. 

The one who said, ‘the truth will set you free’, was, of course, Jesus Christ, and the text from 
which it comes is the Bible. What truth liberates, and what is the freedom into which the truth 
will usher us? But first, who is the ‘you’ of which it speaks? All claims to provide freedom need 
to be asked this question, since it is our vision of and for humanity which informs our 
philosophy and our philosophy which shapes our policies and laws. As British philosopher, 
Professor Roger Trigg remarks, ‘If we believe that human rights matter, and that all must be free 
and equal, we must have a conception of human nature, and why humans matter. In Western 
societies, these ideas have been bound up with Christian principles. The challenge of the twenty-
first century is whether a strong conception of human dignity can survive long without the 
Christian roots that have undoubtedly nurtured it.’  (Equality, Freedom and Religion, OUP, 2012, 
158). 

  

Who are You?  

The Biblical anthropology starts with the idea that we are not alone in the universe, that we the 
dependent creations of a majestic and glorious God who in power and wisdom has made all 
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things. Furthermore, this God takes a keen interest in us; he is not aloof, dispassionate, uncaring. 
On the contrary, he has revealed his will to us and we are blessed in the doing of it.  

The leading Biblical name for all this is that humans are made in the image of God.  The 
implications for this seminal idea are as follows: 

First, all who bear the human name are precious and equally precious. We are beloved by God.  

Second, we are kin to the animals and yet distinct from the animals. In particular, unlike them, 
we are designed to live beyond death in the new age to come. 

Third, that as God’s image bearers we have been commissioned to be the stewards of the world 
– under his rule, accountable to him, but with responsibilities and privileges. From this basic 
teaching comes the rejection of  the division of the world into the sacred and the secular – for 
work, rest, relationships, science, art, music, literature all these are the proper activities of 
humans as we fulfil the mandate we have received to cultivate the world. There is no part of 
human life to which biblical faith is not relevant. And we can know the truth of reality. 

Fourth, that we are pre-eminently designed to be relational creatures. The first thing that God 
declares to be not good, is that man is alone. Biblical religion avoids the horrors of collectivism 
on the one hand and the hubris of autonomy on the other. The image of God is both a personal 
and a communal idea – we are and always will be - together in his image.  

Fifth, the image of God in us is flawed and corrupted by human revolt against and repudiation 
of the will of God. Whatever contemporary liberal thinkers believe about human nature, I would 
have thought that the Bible and the law have this in common that while we honour humans, can 
see the capacity for good, we accept the constant reality of human weakness and corruption. 
Progressive legislators may be more utopian, of course, but the Bible, and indeed human 
experience, sees us as not merely those who fail occasionally, but those who are in bondage to 
evil, who cannot consistently choose the right and do it. We are not free where it matters – in 
ourselves.   

Sixth, that in Jesus Christ we have a life lived that is fully in the image of God, and that through 
his death and resurrection he fulfils what God had planned for the human race. Because it is part 
of God’s very nature to be just, and because he takes us so seriously, there will also be a day of 
bringing to justice, a day of judgement for the setting of all things to rights. But it is integral to a 
Christian anthropology that hope is real, that forgiveness is possible, that in dealing with a 
human being, no matter how depraved and hopeless or disfigured and deformed, you are dealing 
with one who has a future, for whom there is hope.   

In short, here is what the Bible says about you: you are made uniquely in the image of God.  
Your life matters; whether you are in full strength and vigour, or old and decayed, or erudite and 
successful, or profoundly disabled, you are equally precious to the God who made you. You have 
not been made to stand alone, but to stand for others as neighbour and to worship God which 
will be your joy. You are called not merely to tolerate others but to love others, to create 
community; your work matters, for in it you are fulfilling your role as a guardian of the world; 
you are not perfect, but have much that stains your life and needs forgiveness; you can find a 
deep and abiding hope for you and your family in turning to Jesus Christ, the true image of God 
and being united with him.  
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What Freedom? 

The truth, we are told, will set you free. Freedom is a leading theme of the Bible. In the Old 
Testament, Pharaoh is told ‘let me people go’; the Exodus story is translated into cosmic 
categories in the New Testament, in which we see the release of God’s people from sin and 
death and evil and judgement through the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. In both 
Testaments the language of redemption, release from slavery, is prominent. But in both cases a 
key thought is this: we are set free from major threats to our happiness – from evil desires, from 
death and judgement - and hence set free for the relationships which we were designed to enjoy. 
Within the order of those relationships lies true freedom. 

We are not set free in order to reach a state of autonomous human existence with many choices, 
where we can let it all hang out. That is inhuman. Freedom involves choice; but that is only the 
beginning.  Our understanding of freedom cannot be separated from our understanding of 
human nature, of the Good Life, and of what is right and wrong. True freedom is a liberty to be 
our true selves, no longer the victims of our own evil impulses, free to be the people who we 
were created to be, namely people in proper relationship with God and with each other. 

The proper relationship with God is one of submission to him. But this submission is not as to a 
tyrant: it is the submission to the one who loves us. Today, we have an unreasoning horror of 
hierarchy in relations, even in the family – I have actually seen a government sponsored 
advertisement on the back of a bus, reading, ‘you are his parent, not his mate’.  Order is 
indispensable to freedom, as (with apologies to Robert Frost) is a net to tennis. We were slaves 
of evil; we are now children of God. He is the one whom we choose to obey, and this is our 
freedom.  

But is this not spirituality of a private sort? After all, we are entitled to our own inner views; the 
perceived problem is that when these views become linked with powerful institutions, wealthy 
with the treasure of the ages, running schools, churches, retirement homes, charities and the like. 
If Christianity is all about a fairy story which makes me feel good about myself, surely it can be 
kept to myself and not demand a public presence with exemptions such as those already granted 
to anti-discrimination laws. But that thinking comes from a different philosophy. 

In order to get somewhere near the heart of freedom, let us think of the centrality of love for 
human happiness and fulfilment. For on the surface at least love is the destroyer of freedom. If 
we fall in love, we become bound to another person and can even speak of a delightful 
enslavement; when we love our children, we willingly commit ourselves even to the death for 
them; when we love our neighbour as ourselves we seek their will, their good, their benefit. It is 
true that there are disordered and destructive loves – the love of money for example. But true 
freedom involves true love. It makes us the people we should be and hence gives us freedom 
from the things we should loathe. 

I once heard of a prisoner in one of our jails who, having become a Christian believer, decided 
not to seek for early release because of the pain that such a request would give to a certain 
family. The freedom from guilt through forgiveness, the submission to God, the love for 
neighbour made this totally unfree man truly free in the biblical sense of the term, namely free to 
do the good that his humanity demanded.  And his freedom was not private and personal – it 
reached out of the prison into the life of the neighbour. Christianity is a personal faith with 
powerful public consequences.          
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Love and freedom are not enemies. Love is central to joy, to the making of us, to the clear 
fulfilling of the purpose of human life. True freedom is not mere multiplicity of choice. True 
freedom is found in such a liberation from our selfish desires that we have the capacity to choose 
what is good; to fulfil the best of our nature; to serve others; to worship God. Listen to how the 
Bible sees this working: ‘Be subject for the Lord’s sake to every human institution, whether it be 
to the Emperor as supreme, or to governors as sent by him to punish those who do evil and to 
praise those who do good…Live as people who are free, not using your freedom as a cover-up 
for evil, but living as servants of God. Honour everyone. Love the brotherhood. Fear God. 
Honour the Emperor.’(1 Peter 2: 13-17). Submission to a hierarchy, freely chosen because it is a 
good, is the ground of freedom. 

Does your nation want such citizens? The Bible tells them that now they are spiritually free, they 
should pay their taxes, keep the law, and live uprightly. To live like this is to honour God, not 
just the government. This Christian anthropology has inspired two types of political and social 
action and life, corresponding broadly to the ideals of our main political parties (at least in 
Australia), and united by one overwhelming emphasis on love. In the one, it values and supports 
the individual, assuring the individual of his or her value in the sight of God. This assurance both 
enables the individual to stand bravely for the right against the fashions of the day; but it also 
means that their life is given to the service of others, which is what love demands.  In the other, 
it creates community, encouraging men and women to join together in the parties and unions 
which enrich the nation and protect the individual against the predatory behaviour of those in 
power if they are not governed by the laws of right and wrong.     

The freedom of relationship with God sets free in other relationships. The Apostles said ‘We 
must serve God rather than man’, when confronted with an unjust legal regime. That is, the 
freedom offered by the Christian gospel is a freedom which calls upon us to obey earthly 
authorities and to be excellent citizens, but also to be willing to defy such authorities if they 
demand an obedience which contradicts the revealed will of God.  

The willingness to offer civil disobedience and even to undergo martyrdom is part of what 
makes Christians loyal citizens. For the danger inherent in any form of human government is the 
danger of excessive, immoral and uncontrolled power. The tyrannies of human government are 
too numerous to count. That there are citizens in the national body with a higher loyalty than 
that to the government and deeper love of their own nation as opposed to the government is 
essential to its good health. Democracy cannot survive the corruption of its citizens: we need to 
be men and women of integrity and love, made so not by law but by grace, since the law of the 
land cannot produce goodness. You cannot make America great without making Americans 
good. 

There is another way in which the love which liberates is important for our national health. The 
Christian gospel unites people into assemblies which bond together in faith, hope and love. They 
bless their members and they bless their communities. The gospel insists that they be law-
abiding; the gospel also insists that they owe a higher loyalty to the Kingdom of God than to the 
State.  In a capitalistic age where individualism is cherished to such an excess that family life itself 
is threatened, the texture of society in which voluntary groups exist freely and openly, whether in 
synagogues, mosques, churches or clubs or unions, guilds and societies and families, is of vital 
importance to distribute power and authority and not allow the government to have an 
overweening right to order human life.  

Individualism and its cousin egalitarianism put our liberties at risk far more than religion. The 
current slogan ‘marriage equality’, reveals all. In order to have the symbolic victory of approval 
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of same sex relations, the obvious and entirely relevant difference between men and women are 
swallowed up in the buzz word, ‘equality’.  Anyone who wishes to acknowledge these differences 
and order their institutional lives in that way – say by insisting that adoption be not allowed for 
two men living together – will find themselves behaving unlawfully.  This is social engineering 
stemming from a different anthropology – it is not justice. It is not the government legitimately 
regulating marriage; it is the government illegitimately, arbitrarily and futilely purporting to 
change the definition of marriage. The government did not invent marriage; it does not own 
marriage; it cannot change marriage any more than it can legislate that the sun will not shine.   

We need a genuine multiculturalism in the sense that we need to give freedom for men and 
women and for clubs and churches and societies of men and women to flourish not only with 
minimum interference but with a context which supports their endeavours to produce free and 
responsible citizens. The Christian view of freedom gives freedom to others.  No law can 
produce the citizens which democracy needs to survive, and we need the freedom to grow love 
of neighbour – the love that tolerates differences – with minimum interference.     

 

Which Truth? 

We love our neighbour and tolerate the differences, but this does not exempt us from our duty 
to find and speak the truth, for it is the truth which liberates. In the passage in which Jesus 
speaks it is clear that the truth that liberates is his word. This, of course may be nonsense; but 
such has been the impact of his life and words, and so fruitful are they for good that they ought 
at least to be heard and not censored.  

Of course the danger of conceiving that we are in a multi-cultural society is that decisions about 
our national and social life will be made by those who think that because they adhere to no 
particular religion or cultural expression, they represent the neutral yet moral ground and have 
rights denied to the rest of us to determine what we should do. They speak in the name of a 
supposed sovereign, enlightened reason. It may do no harm gently to point out that they too 
have a philosophy, they too have an anthropology and they too must own up to this and contest 
for it, not merely assume it. They, too, must explain their truth and have it contested.  

The question, ‘what are human beings?’ is clearly fundamental to the law. Thus when in 2006 the 
High Court of Australia was faced with the issue of whether it is possible to secure damages 
simply for having been born. Is non-existence a better option? In the majority judgement, Justice 
Crennan said, ‘In the eyes of the common law of Australia, all human beings are valuable in, and 
to, our community, irrespective of any disability or perceived imperfection.’  

This is a wonderful assertion. I take it that the common law would not say the same thing about 
an animal, even one as noble as an elephant. 

But why not?   

In the name of unfettered human reason some weigh up the merits of a healthy elephant against 
a profoundly disabled human and decide in favour of the elephant. But human reason is not 
sovereign. The problem with human reason is that it is in bed with human nature. That I is what 
makes voluntary euthanasia so dangerous – no system in the world will forestall the ingenuity of 
human evil in suggesting to patients that their time has come. I take it that the statement by Her 
Honour is not immutable. If the core ethical and social beliefs of our community change, I 
suppose that even the common law will change with it. I presume that our judiciary will see the 
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problems inherent in moving from the ‘is’ of evolution to the ‘ought’ of treating humans as mere 
animals.  

What anthropology is assumed by our so-called public intellectuals? I presume that they are often 
premised on the view that we are alone in the universe, the chance products of matter, 
fundamentally good if rather unenlightened, autonomous in the creation of standards. If you 
think that such public intellectuals give voice to community standards, I guess that you will 
instinctively assume the aims, temper and inspiration of this anthropology and apply them to 
public policy. My objection is that it is all done as though the results are self-evident and 
somehow neutral. In fact what we have is: 

Relativism in morality, insisting on rights in the absence of absolutes, values instead of virtues; 

Radical egalitarianism in social policy, insisting on individual equality despite relevant differences; 

Libertarianism in temper, stressing tolerance;  

Autonomy in inspiration, putting the individual prior to community. 

(I have not called this ‘secularism’, in a no doubt forlorn, attempt to save the word ‘secular’, as in 
a ‘secular priest’, or a ‘secular education system’, from consorting with an anti-religious 
philosophy. I am glad we live in a secular state; but I do not want to live in a secularist state.)    

But this is not the only way of viewing the world, nor indeed the most attractive way.  Here, by 
way of contrast is what a biblical anthropology may lead to: 

Relativism in morality, insisting on rights in the absence of absolutes, values instead of virtues 

Divine will in its morality, insisting that all are accountable  

Radical egalitarianism in aim, insisting on individual equality in all possible circumstances  

Justice in its aim, insisting on fairness and responsibility 

Libertarian in temper, stressing tolerance 

Love as its temper, stressing compassion 

Autonomy in inspiration, putting the individual before community 

self-sacrifice as its inspiration, building community. 

 

Will a contest between radically different anthropologies make a difference to the anthropology 
that inspires the law?  Professor Trigg observes sagely ‘Now, however, only people are equal 
with institutions and bodies of belief very secondary. The individualism of a rights-based 
approach inevitably erodes the power and authority of all institutions’ (ibid. 50). But the Christian 
faith, out of its inner genius inevitably both defends the individual and creates free fellowships 
and institutions.  It seems odd to penalize these institutions not only if they break the law against 
theft or child abuse, but also for adhering faithfully to the very teaching that gave them birth and 
keeps them strong. And it is not done in the name of justice but of a different, competing, 
individualistic philosophy.   

When I hear human rights language used in the contemporary discussion, I often hear it to be 
reduced to rights of the individual. Thus, to take one case in point, why should a religious school 
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have the right to appoint a religious gardener? Surely a person’s religion makes no difference to 
their capacity to carry out the function of a gardener? But this depends on how we answer the 
question ‘what are human beings?’ If you think of the job of the gardener in merely functional 
terms, as the work of an autonomous individual, earning a living among a lot of other 
autonomous human beings, there is no reason why it has to be a religious person. But if, 
following the idea of the image of God, you see the gardening as a vocation, a calling, the work 
of one who cultivates the earth as an image bearer, and if you connect the gardener with the very 
life of the community he or she serves, the outcome is different. The gardener is not merely and 
employee but a member of a body dedicated to the service of its members. I would want to 
employ a person who could pray for the students and who would model what it means to be 
made in the image of God.  The gardener is an educationist.   

What is the truth? For me, Jesus Christ is and speaks the truth. He renders impossible the 
suggestion that we are the masters of the truth and the makers of our own reality. But even if 
you do not accept his Lordship, you may have sympathy, arising from your own experience, to 
his vision of what it is to be human; you can at least see that it is noble and ennobling vision and 
that in the name of our religious freedom it is one that should be sustained, not diminished by a 
competing view posing as the only possible right one.  

 

Conclusion 

The truth will set you free: a noble creed, but one that is not self-evident. You will remember the 
motto of Evergreen College: ‘Let it all hang out’, an expression which according to the 
Cambridge on-line dictionary means ‘to behave freely without feeling shy or feeling worried 
about what other people think of you.’ And you will remember that fifty years on we are deeply 
troubled about the truth, asking ‘what is truth?’ Whether the truth is in Jesus Christ, is, of course, 
open for investigation and decision. Truth must be sought and found, not on the one hand 
assumed nor on the other declared not to exist. Freedom needs truth.  

Ironically, of course, that is the very question posed by an unjust judge, that public official, 
whose name and shame are indelibly written into history. When confronted with the one who 
said that the truth will set us free, Pontius Pilate saw fit to make his world-weary quip. ‘What is 
truth?’ he asked, in the presence of the one who claimed to speak a truth which would offer him 
true freedom – the freedom to love his neighbour, to conquer his fears and do the right thing. 
Pilate was a judge in what for him must have been just another insignificant case. He was 
powerful, he was free – but when he made his choice to wash his hands, he was more deeply 
enslaved than the man who stood in chains before him. For he refused to act justly. He could 
not accept the truth which would make him free. 

By embracing injustice, he crucified the truth.  
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on April 27, 2016 for the John Jay Institute, a civic leadership organization based in Philadelphia, 
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